Structural Evolution of Iron Antimonides from Amorphous Precursors to Crystalline Products Studied by Total Scattering Techniques


ABSTRACT: Homogeneous reaction precursors may be used to form several solid-state compounds inaccessible by traditional synthetic routes, but there has been little development of techniques that allow for a priori prediction of what may crystallize in a given material system. Here, the local structures of FeSb₆ designed precursors are determined and compared with the structural motifs of their crystalline products. X-ray total scattering and atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis are used to show that precursors that first nucleate a metastable FeSb₆ compound share similar local structure to the product. Interestingly, precursors that directly crystallize to thermodynamically stable FeSb₆ products also contain local structural motifs of the metastable phase, despite their compositional disagreement. While both crystalline phases consist of distorted FeSb₆ octahedra with Sb shared between either two or three octahedra as required for stoichiometry, a corner-sharing arrangement indicative of AX₃-type structures is the only motif apparent in the PDF of either precursor. Prior speculation was that local composition controlled which compounds nucleate from amorphous intermediates, with different compositions favoring different local arrangements and hence different products. This data suggests that local environments in these amorphous intermediates may not be very sensitive to overall composition. This can provide insight into potential metastable phases which may form in a material system, even with a precursor that does not crystallize to the kinetically stabilized product. Determination of local structure in homogeneous amorphous reaction intermediates from techniques such as PDF can be a valuable asset in the development of systematic methods to prepare targeted solid-state compounds from designed precursors.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional solid-state synthesis requires high heat and long reaction times to drive the formation of a thermodynamic product. During this process, atoms must diffuse over long distances, which is typically rather slow in solids and even on solid surfaces. Due to the concentration gradient at the reacting interfaces, a rich combination of compounds forms as interdiffusion, nucleation, and growth occur. However, the elevated temperature and long reaction times ultimately limit the product to the thermodynamically stable mix of compounds at the temperature and composition of reaction. Moreover, the intermediate products and structural changes during the diffusion and crystallization process are difficult to follow. A general lack of a mechanistic understanding or even a description of the evolving structure during the formation of these compounds, as well as commercial interest in the functionality of inorganic materials, has moved solid-state synthesis from the realm of chemistry toward the domain of materials science.

While many predictions of novel materials can be made, unlike the synthesis of organic compounds, there is currently no clear-cut path to direct the formation of specific metastable inorganic products from reactants. Various guidelines, such as Ostwald’s step rule that states crystallization from a solution proceeds stepwise through increasingly favorable intermediates, may be applied to inorganic and solid systems, but use of them tends to be retrospective as opposed to predictive. Recently, however, in situ monitoring of inorganic reactions has shown the formation of many metastable intermediate products as well as promising and controllable methods to synthesize them. For example, a clever in situ diffraction experiment recently...
identified and isolated several new ternary sulfide phases in otherwise ordinary inorganic flux reactions. Our knowledge of how inorganic reactions proceed has also been enhanced by X-ray total scattering studies of local structure during the formation of inorganic frameworks. Recent work on nanoparticle formation under hydrothermal conditions demonstrates the insights obtained from these studies. The topic of in situ studies of the structural evolution of inorganic compounds was recently reviewed. For the most part these (and similar) reports are from systems where the chemistry, at least in part, is occurring outside the solid-state. However, recently there has been considerable interest in better understanding the formation of inorganic compounds during solid-state reaction, hopefully leading to a renaissance in the field from a chemist’s perspective.

A fruitful approach to the discovery of new solid-state materials has been in vapor depositing thin films that are compositionally controlled at an atomic level, allowing for constituents to react at modest temperatures without the need for long-range solid-state diffusion. This approach has been utilized in the synthesis of several new binary and ternary compounds. Furthermore, by depositing constituents in layers that are thin enough, compounds not readily synthesizable by conventional solid-state techniques are formed. It was proposed that under heating only thin layers would completely interdiffuse prior to nucleation. The homogeneous compositional environment was hypothesized to prevent nucleation of thermodynamically stable phases, as the systems lack a compositional gradient and would thus need to disproportionate to nucleate a thermodynamic compound with a different composition. In this case, the slow diffusion rates become a synthetic advantage and can be used to help control the formation of kinetic products. Particularly exciting is the possibility of “designing precursors” to yield desired products by controlling the deposition process. To realize the full potential of this method, it is essential to be able to characterize in detail not only the reaction products but also the amorphous precursors and the reaction pathways to the resulting product.

Here we have applied the atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of X-ray diffraction data to study the local structure of a series of precursors that yield distinct products in the FeSb\(_x\) (x = 2, 3) chemical system. Surprisingly, we see evidence of atomic scale interdiffusion and local metal coordinations representative of the final metastable product even in precursors compositionally unfavorable for its nucleation. The approach of coupling careful local structural measurements on homogeneous amorphous reaction intermediates represents a powerful approach that has extensions to the designed synthesis of a broad range of solid-state chemical systems.

**Structures in FeSb\(_x\), Chemical System.** The iron–antimony phase diagram contains only two thermodynamic compounds: an Fe\(_{1+x}\)Sb phase in which excess Fe resides interstitially in an otherwise NiAs-type structure and an FeSb\(_2\) marcasite-type phase. The marcasite structure can be thought of as rutile with a larger rotation between distorted FeSb\(_6\) octahedra: octahedra are corner-sharing in the a–b plane and edge-sharing as they are translated down the c-axis. This results in a loss of symmetry, a stabilizing anion dimer, and an orthorhombic unit cell. An FeSb\(_3\) phase that is always thermodynamically unstable relative to FeSb\(_2\) + Sb has also been synthesized using modulated thin-film precursors. This compound adopts a skutterudite structure, which is related to the ReO\(_2\) structure but with four anions along parallel edges of the unit cell displaced inward, creating a four-fold ring. This doubles the edge length along each direction of the unit cell, with one-fourth of the octants containing an open “cage”. In each of these compounds Fe is octahedrally coordinated with differing connectivity between octahedra, as expected by the changes in stoichiometry. In Fe\(_{1+x}\)Sb the octahedra share faces. In FeSb\(_x\), each corner Sb of the octahedra is shared by three octahedra, which are rotated to create a short Sb–Sb bonding pair. In FeSb\(_x\), two octahedra share each corner. Figure 1 shows representations of the structures of both FeSb\(_2\) and FeSb\(_3\). There has been much discussion on bonding within both the skutterudite and marcasite structural families. In each case, one could imagine a bonding scheme wherein formation of the FeSb\(_2\) octahedral unit is the dominating interaction, followed by stabilization from dimerization (FeSb\(_2\)) or tetramerization (FeSb\(_3\)) of antimony. Similarly, the opposite case could reasonably occur, and historically much of the literature has centered around discussion of the Sb–Sb dimer and tetramer formation. However, recent studies of both FeSb\(_2\) marcasites and CoSb\(_3\) skutterudites show the metal octahedron plays a large role in the bonding.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

Precursors were deposited using the modulated elemental reactants synthesis method on a custom-built deposition system. Antimony was deposited from a Knudsen effusion cell, whereas an iron source was evaporated using an electron gun. A pressure below 5 × 10\(^{-7}\) Torr was maintained during deposition. Deposition rates were monitored from quartz crystal microbalances and shutters installed above each source were sequentially opened and closed to achieve a layered precursor of the desired thickness. Deposition parameters were calibrated to allow for targeted composition ratios and bilayer thicknesses between Fe and Sb. Samples used for calibrating the depositions had targeted total thicknesses of approximately 36 nm, whereas samples for further analysis had a targeted total thickness of approximately 360 nm. While calibrating the system, thicknesses were confirmed with X-ray reflectivity. Cumulative roughness combined with high-frequency Kiessig fringes prevented determining total thickness by this method on the thick films. The FeSb\(_2\) samples were deposited with excess Sb as stoichiometric precursors (with 25 atomic % Fe) formed mixtures of the diantimonide and triantimonide phases as reported previously.

---

**Figure 1.** Crystalline phases of (top) FeSb\(_3\) and (bottom) FeSb\(_2\) in both ball-and-stick and polyhedral representations, generated from available crystallographic data. The FeSb\(_2\) polyhedral representation shows two unit-cells along each lattice vector (eight unit cells total). The FeSb\(_2\) polyhedral representation has an offset origin relative to the ball-and-stick model.
The precursors discussed herein were deposited on adjacent substrates: polished (100) Si wafers and (100) Si wafers coated in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Films on PMMA were then floated off of the support wafer by dissolving in acetone, washed to remove excess PMMA, and collected on a Teflon filter. This resulted in delicate flat metallic flakes with an approximate maximum diameter of 0.5 mm, which were removed from the filter and packed into a 1.0 mm kapton capillary. PDF data were taken on samples in three states: as-deposited with no high-temperature treatment, interdiffused wherein precursors are kept at 100 °C for 30 min in argon, and annealed in which precursors are held at a temperature that activates crystallization of the desired phase for 30 min. FeSb2 samples were crystallized at 200 °C and FeSb3 samples at 300 °C. All sample annealing was done on a hot plate in a nitrogen atmosphere after transfer to capillaries. No differences in capillary tubes were observed after thermal treatment.

Composition was measured from samples on bare Si using an electron probe microanalysis technique where the k-ratios are collected as a function of accelerating voltage.33 Diffraction data for Rietveld refinement were collected from the samples deposited on bare polished Si using a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer in grazing-incidence geometry and Cu-Kα radiation. Rietveld refinements were done using the GSAS software and EXPGuI interface.

Room-temperature X-ray total scattering data were collected at a wavelength of 0.185970 Å at beamline X17A of the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, from samples in filled kapton capillaries. The RA-PDF setup was used, with a PerkinElmer amorphous silicon detector.36 The total scattering data were integrated using Fit2D, and PDFs were generated with PDFgetX33 using a Kα₁, Kα₂ ratio of 0.85 Å⁻¹, Qmax of 25 Å⁻¹, and an fpol of 0.9. Real-space modeling of crystalline phases was done in PDFgui.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Following previous reports, we were able to design precursors such that they nucleate either the FeSb2 or FeSb3 phase.32 Both precursors contained partially interdiffused elemental layers of Sb and Fe with thicknesses below the critical thickness for nucleation of the triantimonide. Thus, selectivity was achieved by adjusting elemental composition. Sb layer thickness was kept nearly constant between precursors. Table 1 summarizes the samples used in the PDF investigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phase</th>
<th>Fe th. (Å)</th>
<th>Sb th. (Å)</th>
<th>repeats</th>
<th>Fe/Sb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FeSb2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeSb3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 shows powder X-ray diffraction data from annealed thin-films of each sample and associated Rietveld refinements, which confirm the formation of the expected FeSb2 and FeSb3 phases. On annealing, the FeSb3 samples remained as smooth films, whereas the FeSb2 sample forms visible crystallites on the surface. Diffraction data collected at several incidence angles and in the plane of the film indicate scattering from powder-like samples. The diffraction data from the FeSb2 sample contain a small Sb signal (as seen from, e.g., the Sb (012) peak at 2 Å⁻¹), though inclusion of Sb does not appreciably improve refinements. The FeSb3 sample shows 34% Sb impurity by mass.

Figure 3 shows a portion of the PDFs from crystalline samples, along with their least-squares fits (r-range fit from 5 to 60 Å). Also shown are theoretical PDFs of the constituent phases, which were generated with lattice parameters obtained from the refined diffraction data shown in Figure 2. For the metastable sample, a two-phase fit including Sb and FeSb2 was used. The FeSb2 sample was fit with a single FeSb2 phase as the addition of Sb to the model resulted in no practical improvement. In both cases, fits were done preserving cell symmetry with the fitted parameters being lattice parameters, scaling, correlated motion, particle diameter, and isotropic Debye–Waller factors. The correlated motion parameters were constrained to match between phases. The difference curve shows the model does not completely capture the short-range (< 5 Å) order, with agreement improving at higher r. The FeSb2 mass percentage relative to Sb from PDF refinement is slightly lower than from Rietveld refinement but probably within the limit of the error, 62% (PDF) vs 66% (Rietveld). Examination of the difference curve shows the strongest
disagreement at ca. 2.9 Å. This corresponds to the nearest Sb pair distance in bulk Sb and indicates the misfit at low $r$-values is likely due to the presence of additional amorphous Sb that is not included in the model of crystalline Sb and FeSb$_3$. Any additional disagreement at low $r$ may be due to remaining amorphous material or artifacts from data reduction. The results from the PDF refinements regarding the crystalline phases agree well with the structural models determined from prior results based on powder X-ray diffraction analysis. Interestingly, our data suggest that in this system the densities do not evolve according to the Ostwald rule. In fact, the refinement of the FeSb$_3$ sample shows a slightly higher density than for the marcasite structure. Further details of these refinements are provided in the Supporting Information.

Table 2 summarizes the pairs seen in the PDFs of each crystalline phase up to about 5 Å. This $r$-range contains all intraoctahedral distances as well as the first few interoctahedral pairs. The schematic showing pair distances denotes Fe in carmine and Sb in cyan. Both PDFs contain sharp peaks in the lowest $r$-range, while broader peaks are seen at ca. 3.5 and 4.4 Å from multiple pairs in close proximity around these distances. There is a $\sim$1 Å difference in Sb–Sb pair distances along the various FeSb$_6$ octahedral edges in FeSb$_2$. The shortest and longest pair distances belong to the translated and shared edges, respectively. Multiple electronic arguments have been previously proposed to account for the structural distortion of the metal octahedra in marcasites.$^{40,41}$

In previous work, Williams et al. attributed an exotherm at 140 °C in precursor films to the crystallization of FeSb$_2$, while an exothermic signal before the nucleation event has been associated with interdiffusion of the elemental layers.$^{32}$ Diffraction data from as-deposited and interdiffused (heat treated at 100 °C in a nitrogen environment for 30 min to drive solid-state diffusion of the layers) samples show an order of magnitude decrease in intensity from the (001) superlattice reflection, indicating significant intermixing has occurred, though some modulation in electron density remains (see Supporting Information). To follow structural changes as the samples evolve from the as-deposited state to the final annealed phases, X-ray total scattering data were collected on powders in the as-deposited, interdiffused, and annealed states. The total scattering data were used to generate PDFs, which are shown in Figure 4 for both the FeSb$_2$ and FeSb$_3$ compounds. For both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position / Å</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Schematic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>Fe-Sb within FeSb$_3$ octahedra</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>Sb-Sb dimers between corner sharing octahedra</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Fe-Fe$_6$, Sb-Sb along translation direction of edge-sharing octahedra</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6-3.7</td>
<td>Sb-Sb along medium octahedral edges</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1-4.4</td>
<td>Various inter-octahedral Fe-Sb and Sb-Sb along longest octahedral edges</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>Sb-Sb along opposite corners of FeSb$_3$ octahedra</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Pair distribution functions of as-deposited (AD), interdiffused (ID), and annealed samples generated from total scattering data. The difference curves between the as-deposited and interdiffused samples (AD–ID) show little structural change during the diffusion process, as seen by the small deviations from the lines showing zero change.

Table 2. Summary of Pair Distances That Correspond to the First Peaks in the FeSb$_2$ and FeSb$_3$ PDFs
between the Fe and Sb layers happens during deposition, at room temperature, or during the removal of the films from the substrate. For all four amorphous samples, a series of sharp peaks are seen at the lowest r-values, showing well-ordered local structures. The distance at which a highly ordered structure terminates is consistent between both the FeSb2 and FeSb3 precursors with the last high-frequency peak at ca. 5.1 Å followed by an intense, broad signal centered at 6.4 Å and regular oscillations to higher r. The domain size for midrange order is given by these oscillations and appears very similar between the two precursors. The pair distances and r-value where sharp peaks disappear in the amorphous FeSb3 samples correspond well to the residuals in the fit of the crystalline FeSb3 sample (Figure 3), indicating that some amorphous FeSb6 octahedra remain. No similar correlations with the residuals of the FeSb2 residuals could be made. Cursory examinations of the PDFs show that the local structure in the two precursors are different from one another, as might be expected from the difference in average composition.

Panels a and b of Figure 5 show PDFs of the crystalline samples overlaid with their as-deposited amorphous precursors, with each curve normalized to its maximum intensity. The FeSb3 data show large similarities between amorphous and crystalline PDFs in the local structure. Up to about 5 Å, vestiges of the FeSb3 product can be seen, with contributions from excess Sb also clearly manifested by a sharp narrow peak at 2.9 Å. This suggests the presence of amorphous Sb with only very short-range order as well as corner sharing FeSb6 octahedra without the regular orientation found in the crystalline structure. By comparing to the atomic pairs giving rise to PDF peaks from the crystalline phases (summarized in Table 2), the structural motifs in the amorphous samples can be identified, as illustrated in Figure 5c. The relative intensities of peaks from Sb pairs within an octahedron (3.5 Å for pairs along an edge and 5.1 Å through the center, indicated in Figure 5 by blue and red, respectively) are approximately the same between as-deposited and annealed FeSb3 samples. However, the pair intensity around 4.5 Å, which corresponds to multiple pairs across octahedra in the crystalline structure, is broad and low in the amorphous PDF due to the large number of interoctahedral distances which may occur between disordered corner-sharing octahedra (Figure 5d, shown in magenta). Notably, no vestiges of edge-sharing octahedra, which produces multiple pairs at 3.2 Å as seen in the crystalline FeSb3 sample (see Table 2), are apparent in the FeSb3 precursor. The similarity between the FeSb3 precursor and product helps explain the low nucleation temperature. The data suggest that reorientation of existing corner-sharing octahedra into a regular extended network is the predominant mechanism of crystallization on heating.

Conversely, Figure 5a shows that the PDF of the precursor that nucleates to FeSb2 does not match the crystalline phase well, even at low r. In fact, while relative intensities differ, the local structure only shows motifs of corner-sharing Fe–Sb octahedra similar to the FeSb3 phase and precursor. This is clear in Figure 5c, where the PDFs from the two precursors are overlaid. Comparing precursors, a large increase in the relative amplitude of the 2.6 Å peak corresponding to the Fe–Sb distance (in FeSb6 octahedra) is apparent and attributable to the increased iron content in the sample. The 3.2 Å pair distance, which corresponds to adjacent edge-sharing octahedra translated along the c-direction in FeSb2, is not observed in the as-deposited PDFs. If the marcasite edge-sharing motif were present in the FeSb2 precursor, additional intensity manifested as a narrow peak would be expected at this pair distance, due to every atom having an interoctahedral pair along the translation direction. This is observed in the crystalline FeSb2 PDF, but from the lack of this feature in the precursor we conclude edge sharing is absent. Without edge-sharing, the FeSb2 sample does not have enough antimony to fully coordinate each iron octahedrally. However, the similarities in the as-deposited precursor and interdiffused precursor PDFs suggest that Fe in FeSb3 and Sb in FeSb2 are completely coordinated on deposition. With this in mind, the presence of a small signal at the characteristic 2.9 Å Sb–Sb pair distance in the FeSb2 precursor is at first puzzling. However, this pair distance is explained by interoctahedral Sb dimers. Notably, both the FeSb2 and FeSb3 precursors exhibit an inherent stability in the FeSb6 structural unit. Unlike the FeSb3 sample in which existing building blocks primarily need to arrange themselves into a regular structure, extra iron must be incorporated into the edge-sharing marcasite structure of FeSb2. The large differences between the precursor and product help explain the higher energy required to nucleate the FeSb2 phase relative to FeSb3.

Previous investigations have suggested that nucleation of metastable products from well-mixed precursors is driven by forcing a local environment of similar structure and composition to the kinetic phase. Somewhat surprisingly, the results summarized in Figure 5 indicate that even without the excess Sb, the local structure of the FeSb2 precursor is more similar to FeSb3. It then appears that in these systems there is...
an inherent kinetic favorability toward adopting a structure similar to the metastable phase, which can then be nucleated in precursors with appropriate composition. The idea that similarity in the local structure of a precursor to the phase that it nucleates is something we may be able to extend to other metastable solid-state compounds and suggests in general that homogeneous amorphous intermediates might be very useful synthetic tools. Probing local structure of reaction intermediates using PDF might allow for rational changes to be made in composition to avoid local structures similar to known compounds and/or to tune composition of the amorphous precursor to obtain local structures similar to targeted compounds to promote nucleation. The observation of the same structures in both as-deposited and interdiffused states illustrates the stability of the corner-sharing FeSb6 structural motif. If this approach proves to be general for the formation of metastable structures from amorphous reaction intermediates, it will be especially valuable when combined with ab initio calculation of stable local structures.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Local structural similarities of homogeneous amorphous iron and antimony precursors to a skutterudite crystal help to nucleate a low-temperature metastable FeSb2 phase. Significant interdiffusion of the precursors, which are deposited in layers on the Å scale, occurs even at room temperature, leading to a nucleation-limited crystallization event. On deposition, constituents form an amorphous network of corner-sharing FeSb6 octahedra similar to AX3 structures, even in precursors with a 1:2 Fe:Sb ratio. This indicates preferential low-temperature formation toward the metastable phase is somewhat contrary to previous reports, where it was surmised the excess Sb drove the reaction toward the metastable product. The higher temperatures necessary for the crystallization of the thermodynamic FeSb2 phase are most likely due to a major reorientation of local environment. In further studies it will be insightful to investigate this further and see at which point compositional disagreement overcomes the observed preference to form the corner-sharing FeSb6 octahedra.

Continued use of PDF analysis in solid-state systems nucleated from homogeneous amorphous precursors will provide insightful information correlating precursor structures with final products. This will be particularly helpful in systems where many phases could form or systems wherein ternary or quaternary phases form instead of binary phases. Ultimately, similar analysis could be potentially used as a screening mechanism to optimize a precursor to have local structure similar to a predicted but unrealized compound. Given the appropriate synthetic control, a range of structural and compositional “designed precursors” could be formed, and their local structures tested for motifs of a targeted phase. This would provide valuable insight, greatly enhance the likelihood of synthetic success, and reduce the number of required experiments when exploring additional unknowns.
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